Nexis®
Solutions
Empowering
Performance

A global provider of information and analytics

RELX Group is a global provider of
information and analytics for professional and
business customers across industries,
enabling them to make better decisions, get
better results and be more productive.

Toward that end, there are initiatives across
our organization in support of:
✔ Sustainable access to information
✔ Advancement of science and health

✔ The rule of law and justice

RELX is committed to performing to the
highest commercial and ethical standards
and channeling our knowledge and strengths,
as global leaders in our industries, to make a
difference to society.

✔ Momentum for UN sustainable development goals
✔ Protection of society

What is Nexis® Solutions?

Scientific,
Technical &
Medical

Legal &
Professional

Risk & Business
Analytics

LEGAL

Exhibitions

PROFESSIONAL

LNLP
Leadership

Asia

UK/ Ireland,
Pacific

EMEA

Reed Tech

N. America

Global Nexis
Solutions

Best-in-class Content + Intelligent Technologies
Our comprehensive content is enriched and distributed through scalable research platforms and flexible
APIs to suit the needs of all use cases across enterprises
CONTENT CREATION & LICENSING

PORTFOLIO
Research

COMPANY

LEGAL

REGULATORY

• Nexis
• Nexis Uni

EDDM

• Nexis Diligence
• Entity Insight

Media Intel

• Nexis Newsdesk
• MIRA

ENRICHMENT

NEWS

UI

DaaS

• APIs
• Delivery Platforms

Increasing application of technology by
user creates need for data via APIs.

Comprehensive content trusted
by organizations worldwide

GLOBAL
& LOCAL
NEWS

INDUSTRY
BLOGS

2.5 petabytes of structured and
unstructured data, including:

BROADCAST
TRANSCRIPTS

150x the
size of
Wikipedia!

PEP &
SANCTIONS
DATA

COMMENTARY

LEGAL &
REGULATORY

PATENTS

EXECUTIVE
INFORMATION

COMPANY
& INDUSTRY
INFORMATION

U.S.
DOCKETS

Data as a Service & APIs
Bring world leading content
in-house for strategy modelling,
predictive analytics, self
evaluation & big data needs.

Business Intelligence
Research people, companies,
and industries in trusted global
sources, updated daily.

C-Suite
Data
Scientists /
Analysts

Nexis® Data as a Service > Offers search & retrieve, constant call, and Bulk data

APIs as well as on premise applications for APIs and on premises applications for
delivering highly relevant, archival and current datasets

Nexis® > Flagship research solution offering world leading content, deep news archive
of 40+ years, and premium global sources
Researchers
/ Strategists

Nexis® Dossier > Company reports with financial and executive information
Nexis® for Development Professionals > Nonprofit and foundation donor research
Nexis® for Real Estate > Access public records to locate people, businesses, & assets

Compliance &
Due Diligence
Reduce the risk to your
business and comply with
regulatory requirements.

Media Intelligence
Support your brand strategy,
protect your reputation and
deliver crucial insights.

Nexis DiligenceTM > Conduct due diligence checks and maintain an audit trail
Risk /
Compliance /
Procurement

Nexis® Diligence Spotter > Screen third parties and assess risk
Nexis® Entity Insight > Perform ongoing risk monitoring
Nexis® BatchNameCheck > Screening for high volume searches

Nexis NewsdeskTM > Award winning media monitoring, newsletters, alerts
PR / Brand
/
Comms /
Marketing

Nexis® Social Analytics > Social media monitoring and analytics
Nexis® Media Contacts Solution > Identify and contact journalists, influencers, and analysts

Nexis® Media Intelligence Research and Analytics > Expert analysis and custom reports

It starts with content.
At the core of Nexis Data as a Service is the
dedication to aggregating the most
comprehensive set of Big Data sources that are
relevant, deep, credible in order to provide an
optimal solution for meeting business needs.

Vast collection of

A global team of licensing
and data harvesting experts
have created one of the

world’s largest
collections of
text-based data
available.

Corporate profiles & bio’s

court cases,
dockets, statutory
& regulatory
content

industry &
analyst reports
watchlists,PEPs
& sanctions
Extensive global

full text
patents data
including Asian
markets with machine
translation

Extensive collection of

publicly
available data
news, blogs
and commentary

Global collection of

print news
& broadcast
transcripts
with a 40+ year
NEWS archive

Nexis DaaS Sample Content
Content

Benefit

LexisNexis® Licensed News
(Negative & General News)

Capture a more complete picture of current and historical licensed NEWS (40+ year archive) from premium, global
media sources; including local, regional, national, international, and industry news—real time or archives.

Open Web Sources

Expand your understanding of news/media with online/social/news and fair use data from the open web; including
select social media.

Company Reports

Uncover critical financial information, corporate hierarchies, executive/ director relationships on public and private
organizations around the globe.

Agency Decisions

Identify pertinent agency enforcement actions imposing sanctions on individuals or organizations.

Federal & State Dockets

Understand an individual’s or entity’s litigation history to assess the likelihood of costly legal issues in the future.

Legal Cases

Assess legal risk by reviewing decided federal and state court cases—civil and criminal—as well as international
courts from 14 jurisdictions and the UN International Court of Justice.

Biographical Information

Check the personal, educational and professional history of top corporate officers and other influential individuals
to understand a person’s qualifications and background.

Global PEPs, SOEs, Sanctions,
Blacklists and Watchlists

Identify potential compliance risk by running checks on individuals or entities across lists originating from
240 countries and territories and translated from multiple languages.

Patents

Take competitive intelligence research to the next level by understanding the technologies that are being
developed/patented by your peers, competitors, industry.

Broadcast Media

Expand your understanding of news/media with two-year archive of tv/radio transcripts + video.

LexisNexis content includes 28,000 licensed news sources
Newspapers
Leading daily newspaper from around
the globe, providing broad and deep
coverage of political, social and
economic drivers and commentary
on local to international events.

Transcripts
Global coverage from leading
television and radio reporting
and commentary on local to
international influencers and
events.

Magazines &
Trade Journals
Critical perspectives and intelligence of
industry drivers and company events;
broad coverage of trends among
consumers and industry leaders.

Newswires,
Press Releases
Continuously updating
database provides current
data on the events
and stories that are
important to you.

Social Media,
Web Content
Carefully selected blogs
authored by the most
influential in their industry
from business, political and
cultural leaders.

News & Social Commentary
• 90K+ Global Licensed and Online
News Sources (> 190K feeds)
• 90+ Languages
• 215 Countries
• 3.9 million+ articles & posts per day
• Broadcast Feeds & Transcripts

Company and Financial Data
Dig into Company & Executive Details
Professionals can rely on us to most efficiently access an unmatched
collection of company, financial, industry, executive, and proprietary
company hierarchy information to ensure their decisions are fully informed.

Capture critical business intelligence

•

Gain deeper insights into key players in your industry with access to
comprehensive data on companies and executives

•
•
•

Uncover actionable competitive intelligence

•

Data can be integrated into your CRM workflows and applications

Monitor Mergers & Acquisitions activity
LexisNexis aggregates content from accredited publishers globally and
locally to provide variety of voice

Broadcast data is richer in
discussion and provides insight
at a sentiment level directly
from the entity speaking or the
news broadcaster. You get
lengthier, detailed interviews
and perspective than you
would from minor quotes in a
news article. Provides much
deeper context around quotes
and what individuals are
actually stating verbatim. This
is another robust dataset that
provides better content for
analytics that helps establish
sentiment or veracity as well
as authenticity.

LexisNexis has a two year archive of text transcripts, to
Metabase Broadcast coverage includes primarily US,
Canada, and UK television and radio.
Coverage – daily news updates and archive:
Broadcast (TV and radio) with over 1,500 channels in all 210 US Nielsen
markets, Canada, and the UK.
• 1,000+ Local US TV stations including ABC, CBS, Fox, and NBC affiliates
in all Nielsen DMAs.
• 80+ US cable channels including major cable news (Bloomberg, CNBC,
CNN, Fox News, Fox Business, MSNBC).
• 200+ US Radio stations.
• 200+ TV and radio stations in Canada including CBC, CTV, City, and
Global affiliate stations.
• 130+ TV and radio stations in the UK including BBC, ITV, and Sky content.
• 120+ US Spanish language stations.
• Al Jazeera in Arabic and English.
• Archive up to 2 years.
• Nielsen Audience and Publicity Values.

An enrichment process that resolves
and refines data results for extraction
We infuse meaning into our vast amounts of content through an
intelligent data enrichment process. This proprietary data
categorization and indexing, along with third-party tagging, enables
more efficient, targeted data calls and results wrangling.
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Source & license
premium content
We identify trusted sources of
premium and open web content
relevant to multiple use cases.
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Resolve & Normalize
We convert disparate types of data into
clean, semi-structured datasets,
making it easier to work with.
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Data Enrichments
We apply metadata and enrich our
content so users can filter out the noise
and quickly find relevant data.
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Data Delivery
Our flexible data delivery options
including APIs and on-premise hosting
gives you choice and flexibility over how
you use the enriched data.

Aggregated
Content

Fabrication

Licensed
News

Fabrication
Metabase
News Platform

LexisNexis
Platform
Products:
• Nexis
• Dossier
• Diligence
• Practice Advisor
• Legal Research
• Verdict Settlement Analyzer
• Courtlink

Publicly Available
Content

Products:
• Newsdesk
• Newsdesk Mobile
• Nexis Entity Insight

News &
Alt Content

Aggregated
Content

Fabrication

Licensed
News

LexisNexis
Platform
Products:
• Legal Research
• Nexis
• Diligence
• Practice Advisor
• Verdict Settlement
Analyzer

Publicly Available
Content

Fabrication
Metabase
News Platform

Products:

Products:
• Newsdesk
• Newsdesk
Mobile
• LNEI

Search and Retrieve
APIs offer access to a
wide variety of datasets
with search and retrieve
functionality, as well as
post-search filters to
further refine your
search results.

News &
Alt Content
Bulk delivery

Products:
• Firehose
• Search
• Filters

Flexible APIs and
data environments
for data delivery

What are the
different APIs
and data delivery
options?

● Bulk Delivery Options deliver semi-structured news, legal and regulatory
content reaching back more than 30 years. These deliver large volumes of
content for historical analysis, predictive modeling and more.
● Search and Retrieve APIs offer access to a wide variety of datasets with
search and retrieve functionality, as well as post-search filters to further
refine your search results.
● Ongoing Monitoring Options are used to receive updates and alerts
throughout the day on developments relevant to you and your use case.
● Data Lab leverages the best-in-class Jupyter Notebook environment,
allowing users to search, refine and analyze our unmatched enriched
news data—all in one place.

Our data APIs and platforms give you fast
access to curated, relevant datasets
With Nexis Data as a Service, you can use any one of our
delivery options to access enriched, normalized big data
aggregated to meet your needs. And you maintain complete
control over how the data is searched, delivered and maintained.

Enhance your AI or machine
learning applications
Our APIs grant access to alternative data sources,
expanding the datasets your AI and machine
learning applications use and analyze to reveal
actionable information or event driven triggers.

Deliver a large volume of
content for historical analysis,
predictive modeling and more
Leverage our bulk delivery option for on-premise access
to semi-structured data, ready for immediate use.

Retrieve data on demand
within your own interface
APIs make creating intuitive search and retrieve
functions possible in your own applications and
workflows—meaning you can explore and utilize
the unmatched wealth of data in Nexis DaaS
on demand, in one place.

Empower ongoing monitoring
for proactive risk management
Nexis DaaS offers APIs that let you monitor specific
datasets, such as adverse media and Politically Exposed
Persons (PEPs), sanctions and watchlists. You can quickly
be alerted to developments that impact your organization,
so that swift action can be taken.

LexisNexis API Catalog
LIGHT
ENGINEERING
INTEGRATION

URL APIs
Lexis/Nexis/Newsdesk: Parameter drive URL link into the applications
Context: Used in order to allow users power of the UIs but in a controlled method of access
Streaming Feeds/APIs
Metabase API/Newsdesk RSS feed: Streaming one way feeds of content that can be ingested by a variety of Third Party Tools
Content: Licensed News; Web News; Blog Content
Context: Streaming feeds can be some of the easier streams to integrate and generally are being integrated into a spreadsheet,
database or some other third party tool. In the case of Metabase API this content can come in a huge firehose stream or in
focused filtered streams.
Search & Retrieve APIs
Metabase API/Web Services API: Both are RESTful APIs that allow for creating real-time searches and retrieving results for
analysis or temporary display
Features: Near real time content that can be embedded in virtually any solution and includes the full document and Metadata
Content: Cases; Legislative; Administrative; Briefs, Pleadings and Motions; Jury Verdicts and Settlements; Dockets; Licensed
News; Web News and Blogs; Company and Financial Publications; Dossier Company and Executive Content; Directories
Context: For use cases that are primarily built to retrieve and display and then release, although the Metabase option does
have an option to retain the content with an accompanying Maintenance feed. The key to this content is getting immediate
focused results across the most robust set of content offered.

HEAVY
ENGINEERING
INTEGRATION

Bulk APIs
Metabase API Backfill/Bulk API: 10 year and 30+ year archives that allow for an instant established history
Features: Both options provide extensive archives, ongoing updates and useful Metadata
Content: Cases, Legislative, Administrative and Licensed News
Context: Used in instances where a customer needs an immediate history and usually move forward with new additions and
updates

News API
Nexis® Metabase is our platform for around-the-clock
coverage of news and commentary worldwide.
With unparalleled breadth of content, the Metabase
APIs power the business applications of leading
companies across multiple markets, including media
monitoring firms, financial and business information
services and corporate intranets.

Choose any combination of three content buckets
for delivery from the API
Print

Publicly Available

Commentary

Global News and Industry
publications direct from the
publisher in the format in
which their print publication
was distributed.

Harvested news spanning both
publications not covered in our
Licensed/Print database, as well
as licensed content curated by
publishers for the web.

Blogs & Forums

Data Delivery
Format: XML or JSON
Typical Metadata included:
• Entity Extraction

• Reach Metrics

• Sentiment

• Duplicate tag filters

•

LexisNexis®

SmartIndexing

• Source Metadata

Metabase API Options

Search and Retrieve
Metabase Search API allows for fast, comprehensive
access to our content across all media types.
•

Conduct searches across all datasets

•

Search across the previous 100 days of publicly available
and commentary or across 10 years of print content

•

Create a call to find content that matches your keywords

Metabase API Options

Firehose
Full firehose of Metabase data including:
• All datasets normalized into one data stream
• Monitor coverage and commentary
• Up to date content coverage with ability to call every
10 seconds or stream content directly

Metabase API Options

Custom Feed
Create highly targeted filters for more relevant results
• Create filters using Boolean logic to isolate the precise
content needed over the ‘Firehose’ content
• Only articles that match filters delivered
• Use the enhanced Metabase Portal UI to create and
manage filters

Metabase Archive
Up to a 10-year archive of licensed content and
100 days of publicly available content.
• Extract from AWS or an FTP site depending on the
data volume and the number of years required for on
premises hosting.
• Maintain the archive for the life of the license agreement.
• Maintenance feed is provided for updates and any
changes in archive data.

WSAPI Overview
Web Services API (WSAPI) provides access to enhanced
functions such as search, retrieve and saved searches.
Same content types available in Lexis Advance & Nexis products
• Includes comprehensive global and local news PLUS our broader
set of company, financial, regulatory and legal data.
• Retrieve data on demand with no hosting

• Enhanced post filtering options will help reduce noise

The WSAPI uses an authentication protocol based on OAuth 2.0 Authentication Framework and
exposes resources using REST-based data services based on Open Data Protocol (OData 4.0)

Bulk Delivery Overview
Bulk Delivery provides a backfill of historical content. For
on premise hosted solutions or enterprise-wide integration,
the Bulk API provides a standard mechanism for delivering
a large volume of hostable content from thousands of
sources.
• Over 7,400 news sources
• Over 30+ years of archive for licensed content
• Use for historical analysis or predictive analytics
• Train systems—algorithms, market triggers, AI/ML, etc.

Nexis Data Lab
A cloud-based, self-service platform allowing users to
Search, Refine, Analyze and Export analysis in an end-toend turnkey notebook solution
• Enter search terms and then apply postfilters to refine search
results

• Analyze thousands of documents without the need to download
them into your environment
• Leverage text or visualization-based analysis
• Export analysis, notebook code, document manifest for later use or
to reproduce findings

With Nexis DaaS you’ll receive:
• Dedicated Account Managers
• DaaS Content Specialists to help align your use case to the content
• Technical Consultants to help you maximize the value of your investment
• Over 600 Customer Service Consultants available 24/7/365

Dockets
Create a competitive advantage with court
dockets to anticipate emerging opportunities
• Ingest more than 226M court dockets to analyze
litigation histories going back decades or review
current Federal and State dockets
• Leverage past or existing court dockets to
anticipate potential legal challenges or pending
actions that signal an emerging opportunity

Patent Data and Derived Analytics

IPDD

What is
IP DataDirect?
A platform to
deliver bulk patent
data in the form of
XML, PDF and/or
image files.

Strengths
105 Authorities

Full-text

MAJOR FULL TEXT AUTHORITIES
US, EP, WO, CN, GB
JP, KR, DE, FR, CA
OTHER FULL TEXT AUTHORITIES
AT, AU, BE, BR, CH, DD, DK, EA
ES, FI, IE, IN, IT, LU, MC, MX
NL, PT, RU, SE, SU, TW, ETC

BIBLIO AND ABSTRACT
AM, AP, AR, AT, AU, BA, BE, BG, BO, BR, BY, CA
CH, CL, CN, CO, CR, CS, CU, CY, CZ, DD, DE
DK, DO, DZ, EA, EC, EE, EG, EP, ES, FI, FR, GB
GC, GE, GR, GT, HK, HN, HR, HU, ID, IE, IL, IN, IS
IT, JO, JP, KE, KG, KR, KZ, LT, LU, LV, MA, MC
MD, ME, MN, MT, MW, MX, MY, NI, NL, NO, NZ
OA, PA, PE, PH, PL, PT, PY, RO, RS, RU, SE, SG
SI, SK, SM, SU, SV, TH, TJ, TN, TR, TT, TW, UA
US, UY, UZ, VE, VN, WO, YU, ZA, ZM, ZW

Speed of
updates
600mio+
image
collection

125mio+
publications
Machine
Translation
Searchable
PDFs

Complete and uniform
IPDD removes the complexity of gathering different data sets
and formats from various sources and harmonizes the data
within one single database. Every single publication is
delivered in standardized XMLs, based on the WIPO ST.36
standard.

Flexible and tailored
IPDD offers unprecedented levels of flexibility by offering
“profile-based” access to the complete and most up-to-date
collection of patent publications.
● Profiles can be based on date ranges, classifications,
kind codes, authorities and more.
● Data delivery can focus on elements that are relevant
for the specific use case, such as machine translation
into English, claim references, description/claims,
family information, citation, legal information, etc.
Continuous updates with ‘new’ or ‘changed’ publications
ensure that no document of interest is missed.

Slice & Dice
Customer Solution
IPDD Delivery platform
Corporate
Profile dataset

Collections
dataset

Corporate
Search profile
All
Collections

IP DataDirect features at a glance
IP DataDirect

IP DataDirect search API

IP DataDirect Custom Services

Online delivery platform to supply
complete or partial patent information

Direct search in the full collection and
immediate implementation into your
inhouse data system

Customizable on-demand delivery of
patent data sets, tailored to your
data needs

Required authorities only

Customized search string set-up
Unlimited number of documents

Consultation on data selection and
support on building the search strategy

Updates within hours of publication

Integration into your own solution

Delivery within days

One standardized format for all patent data

Management system, analytic tool or inhouse search solution

Availability of all data fields

Updates through API or FTP

Choice of output format (XML, Excel,
CSV, custom)

Availability of all date ranges

Segmentation based on technology area,
date ranges, data elements, kind code, etc.

Choice of relevant data elements

XML images and/or PDF’s included

Integration with API or download client

Standardized and Normalized Names
Name harmonization is the whole process of unifying all
the variations of raw applicant names, companies only
(as delivered by the patent offices).
● A standardized name (a cleaned name;
automatically generated according a set of defined
business rules).
● A normalized name (represents a group of
companies on the highest level and is not
necessary a legal entity; manually generated).
Normalized names make search easier and search
results more complete.

Non-Latin names (look up assignee)
In case the raw name is non-Latin, a Latin name will be
assigned. The Latin names are generated by statistical
analysis of the names in the LexisNexis Content
Repository and determine the most occurring
combination of raw Latin/non-Latin names.

Statistical
process for
non-Latin
names

Manual
process
Automated
process

IBM
Goal:
>75% of all names
normalized
90-95% of all
variations found

LexisNexis Families
● Domestic Family
● Main Family
● Complete Family
● Extended Family

Main Family

Publication V
Priority A

Publication W
Priority A

Publication X
Publication Y
Priority A
Priority B
Complete
Family
Priority B
Related appl. C

Publication Z
Application C
Full Family

US PAIR
"Add value to your IP Data collections by obtaining the most updated and
most comprehensive US PAIR data in the market.“
No Competitors has ever come close to the data completeness of LexisNexis US
PAIR Data.
US PAIR (Patent Application Information Retrieval) data contains information on US
patents, especially the history of transactions and all communication related to the
patenting process (e.g. file wrapper). LexisNexis will load US PAIR data to their
systems and make it available for customers via IP DataDirect in St.36 XML.
Available in IPDD XML or in Raw Data Format
• File Wrappers Info
• Attorney and Agents
• Transaction History
• Application data
• Continuity Data
• Foreign Priorities
• Patent Term Adjustment
• Patent Term Extensions

Machine Translation (MT)
LexisNexis has developed its propriety owned machine translation
engines by using both – statistical and neuro machine translation.
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Patent-specific
Customizable
Quality-driven
Can handle language-specific problems, e.g. spaces lacking in Chinese text.
Speed: translations are available within maximum 2 days after reception of the
data in our systems.
Coverage: on a document level, we do translate all text elements (titles,
abstracts, descriptions and claims); on a collection level, we try to translate all of
the publications we have in our database.
Approach: differently from other patent offices and providers, we do not offer
keyword machine translation or real-time machine translation, but we translate
the whole corpus.

Due to this focus, LexisNexis has created a high quality English data set.

PATENTSIGHT – BIG DATA INNOVATION ANALYTICS
●

Leveraging our World Class Global Patent Data with the Patent Applications and
Legal implications on Patents, we have created a ratings classification across
patent portfolios for Private and stock stock-listed companies with patent portfolios,
e.g. from the US, Europe and Asia

●

Data can be tracked over time from the year 2010 (includes patent information
from early 1990s until today)

●

Data can be delivered on patent-level or aggregated on company-level

Best-In-Class Patent Data
PatentSight provides comprehensive patent datasets for investors. Our datasets include
all standard patent measures as well as our unique innovation KPIs. Longitudinal
datasets with more than 10 years point-in-time history. All stock-listed companies are
mapped to financial identifiers for a direct inclusion into the data feed.

PatentSight Dataset Features
Data Sources

Patent data is derived from patent office databases
such as European Patent Office, US Patent Office
or Japanese Patent Office

Frequency

Weekly database updates (lag of 2 working
days). Data can be delivered in weekly, monthly,
quarterly or annual frequency

Panel Size

Over 100 million patent documents worldwide

Mapping to
Financial Identifiers

Stock-listed companies are mapped to financial
identifiers

Coverage

Private and stock-listed companies with patent
portfolios,e.g. from the US, Europe and Asia

Delivery Methods

API, FTP, or any other format/method requested
by client

History

Data can be tracked over time from 2010 (includes
patent information from early 1990s until today)

Variations

Data can be delivered on patent-level or
aggregated on company-level

Point-in-time

Patent data and company ownership information
are point-in-time for full database history

Supporting Emerging Needs

ESG
Supplement your existing ESG intelligence by
using enriched comprehensive coverage of ESG
factors and behaviors across all entities and
industries with alternative data from Nexis DaaS.
Integrate our news feeds, social commentary,
broadcast transcripts and online forums to gain
deeper ESG insights and plug existing data gaps.

ESG
What types of data can LexisNexis offer?
● PEPs, sanctions and watch lists: 1.5 million PEPs, international sanctions, and
1,400+ watch lists and blacklists originating from enforcement agencies in 240
countries and territories
● Company information: 280 million global public and private companies data includes
key financial stability indicators and corporate hierarchies, plus legal entity data for
DBA names
● Legal: Vital regulatory and legal information, including data on civil and criminal cases
covering multiple jurisdictions, and cases from the International Court of Justice
● Licensed print, broadcast and web news: Leading daily newspapers plus
transcripts of radio and television broadcast reporting. Access 80,000+ news sources
from 100+ countries in 75 languages
● Online news, blogs, and social commentary: Access both licensed and open
source data and news from a single source. Also includes magazines, trade journals,
newswires and press releases

ESG Power Topics
What is a SmartIndexing Power Topic?
A Power Topic is a SmartIndexing term, which rolls up of all relevant terms for the target subject or
industry, in order to boost search relevancy with one single click.
How the ESG Factors Power Topic is helping Search Relevancy
The ESG Factors Power Topic gives you the ability to filter news on all aspects of Environmental, Social
and Governmental Factors related to a given company. The term targets company sustainability, ethics
and social and environmental responsibility.
This sub taxonomy comprises about 380 related terms such as Greenwashing, Carbon Footprint etc.

A subset of the ESG FACTORS
Power Topic is the ENVIRONMENTAL
INDUSTRY Power Topic. It comprises
53 terms and is focused on services
aimed at protecting the environment.
So, if the ESG Power Topic is too broad
for you, this is a good alternative.

As a narrow term we even have ESG FACTORS RATINGS. It targets
evaluations and rankings of companies based on their sustainability,
ethics and social and environmental responsibility.

Why Nexis® DaaS?
• Ease of implementation, plus enriched data, allows
customers to hit the ground running
• Global support and service via 24/7 helpdesk
• Our consultative approach extends beyond the sale,
helping to ensure customers get maximum value
choosing Nexis Solutions as a data partner
• Self-service technical resources, as well as tiered
customer support options

Reduce time
& expenses
associated with
wrangling data

Our industry-leading data fabrication, classification,
and enrichment process creates clean, semi-structured
XML data for integration into a database or application.
Our rule-based LexisNexis® SmartIndexing Technology™
analyzes and tags documents using natural language
processing, algorithmic semantic analysis, and supervised
machine learning to classify data based on subjects,
industries, companies, organizations, people, and place.
Enrichments enable data discovery–even when content
is produced in different languages–through algorithmic
semantic analysis.

Specialized feeds enable faster data filtering:

Reduce time
& expenses
associated with
wrangling data

• Quick-start, easy-to-customize templates can be tailored to
reflect a company’s specific needs for optimal relevancy.

• Adverse media feed with low, medium, and high-risk templates
Our expertise facilitates faster time to value:
• We work closely with our customers–from pre-implementation
technical expertise to premium, round-the-clock postimplementation support–to help them achieve
maximum value from their enterprise data integrations.

Enrichments support more targeted data calls
✔125
Descriptive
Metadata
✔4,294+
Subject Topics
✔3,867+
Industry Tags
✔350K
Companies

✔Geo-location
Mapping
✔Entity
Extraction

✔People, Company,
and Article Sentiment
Analysis Financial,
Reach, Media Value,
and Circulation
Metadata

Dependable,
high availability
architecture

• Redundant architecture including a separate
redundant system for disaster recovery that is
tested multiple times a year
• 99.91% application reliability
• 99.97% application availability
• More than 125 million searches annually
• Over 8 billion documents downloaded monthly

Industry-standard APIs
✔Json, Atom, XML (Also CSV for

specific datasets) Platform neutral
✔Open Data Protocol (OData 4.0)
✔W3C-compliant solution using an XML-

based API

Implementation Timeline
Understanding your needs – getting it right for you

1

2

3

4

5

6

Inquiry

Discovery

Technical
Assessment

Pre-Trial
Deliverables

Trial

Contract

Implementation Timeline
Buildout and Integration - getting you what you need

7

8

9

10

11

12

Kick-off
Meeting

Confirm
Content &
Sources

Data Layout
Review

Throughput
Validation

Ongoing
Implementation
Support

Final
Acceptance

Ongoing Solution Support
• Global support and service via 24/7 helpdesk
• Our consultative approach extends beyond the
sale, helping to ensure customers get maximum
value choosing Nexis Solutions as a data partner

• Self-service technical resources, as well as tiered
customer support options

internationalsales.lexisnexis.com

+31 20 485 3456

information@lexisnexis.com

